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Fixturlaser Smart Sensors
iOS or Android Interface
True Position Sensing
Fixturlaser Guide-U

Express Shaft Alignment
Horizontal Alignment
Vertical Alignment
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Fixturlaser Guide-U™
Our patented icon-based, color-coded, graphics user interface is your measurement Guide to measure, align and document each job.

Our adaptive user interface guides the user throughout the job, in logical, easy to follow steps. It delivers the measured and subsequent correction values in language free easy to use data that ensures the alignment job is carried out properly, every time.

This eliminates confusion for the less-experienced user by providing an uncluttered, pictorial perspective of the measurement and correction processes. To add to the enhanced user experience, we have given the interface a game-like 3D graphic look facilitating unmistakable interpretation of all features and functionality.
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AT-200 In the Case
Sensor, M7/S7 - Magnetic base ON/OFF - Rod kit NXA- 2 pcs. Chain 8 mm 60 links (L=970 mm) - Tape measure 5 m-2 pcs. V-bracket complete - 2 pcs. Angled universal tool - Ext power cable EUR 2m - Extension fixture 49mm - Ext power cable US 2m - USB-cable A-mini B 2m - USB-cable A-micro B 1,5m - Sensor stand (without magnetic base) - Power supply 5 USB-ports 5 VDC - Adjustable probe tip
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Fixturlaser Shaft Alignment
No doubt and no guessing games thanks to the industry-first use of two smart sensors with dual visible laser beams and inclinometers, monitoring both shaft positions simultaneously.

Inadvertently interrupt the laser beam or move the machine's position out of detector range? Not
a problem with Fixturlaser tools. Our smart sensors will resume with an updated machine position and always deliver live values to you with our very own TPS™.
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True Position Sensing
The AT-200 always shows you the exact shaft positions, no doubts, no guessing games, thanks to more of our industry-first technologies. Through the use of two smart sensors using dual visible line lasers and digital inclinometers, we are able to monitor both shaft positions simultaneously, enabling our unique feature True Position Sensing. With TPS you always know where you are at and when the job is complete & ensuring the job is done right every time.

Interrupt the laser beam or move the machine's position out of detector range? Not a problem, our smart sensors will resume with an updated machine position and always deliver true, live values to you.
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Alignment Intelligence
Leading edge technology making for innovative shaft alignment, Fixturlaser realised an industry first with the introduction of touch screens back in 1996 and we maintained this edge by continuing to introduce game changing first-to-market technologies including:-

3D graphics.
Dual digital sensors with visible line lasers on 30mm spanned measuring windows.
Wireless communication between the display unit and smart sensors.
Inclinometers in both smart sensors.
Gyroscopes in both smart sensors.
Gyroscopes in the display that enables the patented OmniView™ feature in our user interface.
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Adaptive User Interface Connected to Leading Edge Smart Sensors
The AT-200 comes with an icon driven adaptive user interface that guides the user throughout the measurement and correction phases of the alignment job. We have developed smart sensors that include the very latest technologies on the market, enhancing the alignment process to an industry-first level.




Options: Pre-Alignment App

Fixturlaser AT-200 Features

Bearing Health Status in Seconds 

Fixturlaser S7 & M7 Specifications
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Fixturlaser's smart Probe for safe, reliable measurement of axial and radial runout, Softfoot and thermal growth. All recorded in the main alignment PDF report.

Fixturlaser Pre-alignment Probe performs a multitude of applications that will improve your machine's health and life expectancy.
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Patented Wireless vibration measurement (US 9,921,136). Good for bearing fault detection with up to 15kHz bandwidth ±3dB.

Good for most industrial machine with ±80g dynamics. Allows for the wireless measurement of inaccessible machines (behind safety doors, etc.). Rechargeable battery, good for 8 hours of measurements.
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Add Bearing Defender with ZYXtrum™ Auto Bearing Diagnostics Tool to the AT-200 Alignment Package
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VertiZontal™ Moves
Measure Once, Move in Two Directions. The VertiZontal™ Moves feature displays, in real time, exactly how much a misaligned machine needs adjusting, by shimming the machine’s feet or inching the machine horizontally.
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Softcheck™
With Fixturlaser Probe it is now possible to measure directly on the machine's foot and obtain exact shim values, so as to eliminate the Softfoot condition.
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Feet Lock Function
This function allows you to select which feet are locked and which feet are adjustable. Feet Lock is available both in shimming and alignment modes.
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Target Values
Pre-set target values used in your alignment job when you have to compensate for a machine’s thermal growth.
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PDF Report
This function provides a fast on site reporting feature for converting saved measurements, photos and actions carried out, in a convenient PDF report.
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ACOEM AB is a global player and leader in developing innovative, user-friendly equipment for shaft alignment. By helping industries worldwide to become perfectly aligned and eliminating anything that might not be, we minimise unnecessary wear and unplanned production stoppages. This will ultimately make our customers more profitable and our environment more sustainable.




